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This paper focuses on reading fluency by bilingual primary school students, and the
relation of text fluency to their reading comprehension. Group differences were examined
in a cross-sectional design across the age range when fluency is posed to shift from
word-level to text-level. One hundred five bilingual children from primary grades 3, 4,
and 5 were assessed for English word reading and decoding fluency, phonological
awareness, rapid symbol naming, and oral language proficiency with standardized
measures. These skills were correlated with their silent reading fluency on a self-paced
story reading task. Text fluency was quantified using non-linear analytic methods:
recurrence quantification and fractal analyses. Findings indicate that more fluent text
reading appeared by grade 4, similar to monolingual findings, and that different aspects
of fluency characterized passage reading performance at different grade levels. Text
fluency and oral language proficiency emerged as significant predictors of reading
comprehension.
Keywords: text reading fluency, bilingual readers, silent reading, comprehension, recurrence quantification
analysis, fractal analysis
INTRODUCTION
An increasing proportion of individuals worldwide grow up bilingual or multilingual (Grosjean,
2013). Following this, many children learn to read for the first time in what would be a second
language (McBride-Chang, 2004). Therefore, it is important to understand what contributes to
reading proficiency and comprehension for bi- or multilingual individuals.
The simple view of reading framework (Hoover and Gough, 1990) places reading
comprehension as a product of word reading (decoding) and listening comprehension. There is
ample evidence from monolingual research to support this view, but more recent findings suggest
a role for fluent reading of text which serves as a bridge between word decoding and reading
comprehension (Pikulski and Chard, 2005; Adolf et al., 2006; Bashir and Hook, 2009). Reading
fluency is found to mediate the relation between reading comprehension and decoding (Silverman
et al., 2013), and also to partially mediate the relation between reading comprehension and listening
comprehension (Kim and Wagner, 2015).
For second language learners, the simple view of reading is found to hold as it does for
monolinguals (Verhoeven and van Leeuwe, 2012), but the role of reading fluency for bilingual or
second language readers is not clear. While reading fluency is related to reading comprehension
for both monolinguals (Fuchs et al., 2001; Hosp and Fuchs, 2005) as well as L2 readers (Baker and
Good, 1995; DeRamirez and Shapiro, 2006), reading fluency research with bilingual children is
scarce.
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The role of text fluency to reading comprehension for
bilingual children requires further investigation for several
reasons. First, reading fluency is characterized by automatic word
recognition (Samuels, 2006; Kuhn et al., 2010), and developing
automaticity for word identification can be a challenge for
bilingual readers (e.g., Van Heuven et al., 1998; Segalowitz and
Hulstijn, 2005). Bilingual children and adults show slower lexical
access (Gollan et al., 2005; Costa et al., 2006; Liu et al., 2010;
Sandoval et al., 2010) and smaller receptive vocabularies (Oller
et al., 2007; Bialystok et al., 2010) compared with monolingual
peers. This may impact on their word fluency. Second, bilingual
readers demonstrate poorer reading comprehension that persists
despite adequate decoding skills (Proctor et al., 2005; Lesaux
et al., 2008; Chen et al., 2012), findings which may be related to
poorer text reading fluency foundwith such readers’ performance
(Geva et al., 1997; Crosson and Lesaux, 2010; Geva and Farnia,
2012).
Another issue to be resolved is how reading comprehension is
related to text fluency compared with oral language proficiency
in bilingual readers. In most studies, oral reading tasks are
used to gauge text fluency, but oral reading may be more
heavily influenced by oral language proficiency for bilingual
individuals. For instance, lower levels of proficiency may result
in slower articulation or mispronunciations during oral reading
of a second or additional language. This may result in dysfluent
reading (as measured with oral reading rate or prosody), but
may not reflect the reader’s comprehension of the text (e.g.,
Geva, 2006). Thus, oral reading fluency may not be an adequate
gauge of reading proficiency for L2 or bilingual readers (Piper
et al., 2016). For adult bilinguals the relation of oral reading
fluency to reading comprehension is found to be weaker for
L2 compared with L1 readers, ranging from correlations of
0.26 (Lems, 2012) to 0.46 and 0.51 for L2 adults (Jeon, 2012;
Jiang et al., 2012), compared with a correlation of 0.80 for
L1 children (Fuchs et al., 2001). With children, oral reading
fluency may overestimate bilingual children’s comprehension,
if their word decoding skills are more advanced than their
listening comprehension. Lems (2006) noted that when mastery
of decoding skills precedes vocabulary development in L2
readers, they may decode without comprehension, as anecdotally
noted by ELL teachers (DeRamirez and Shapiro, 2006). This
point was supported by Jackson and Lu’s (1992) report of a
dissociation between English oral language scores and reading
fluency in a group of precocious preschool L2 readers. That
is, these children could read as fluently as native speakers did,
but had significantly poorer oral language proficiency. Studies
with primary school children also showed that oral language
proficiency contributes additional variance to comprehension
and that it has a moderating effect on the fluency-comprehension
relation (Crosson and Lesaux, 2010; Geva and Farnia, 2012).
Thus, fluency measured with a silent reading task should
be more independent from oral language proficiency than an
oral reading fluency measure. Only a few studies examined
the relation of silent reading fluency to comprehension in
monolinguals, reporting moderate (r= 0.38 in Fuchs et al., 2001)
to strong correlations (r = 0.75 in Klauda and Guthrie, 2008)
for fourth and fifth graders, respectively. There appear to be no
studies on the relation of silent reading fluency to comprehension
for bilinguals.
Finally, the nature of the fluency-comprehension relation
varies developmentally. Reading fluency is expected to transition
from word-based to word-integration fluency around age 11
(Berninger et al., 2010), including for L2 reading (Geva
and Farnia, 2012). One study with fifth graders suggested
that L2 reading fluency may contribute unique variance to
reading comprehension beyond word reading fluency and oral
language proficiency (Crosson and Lesaux, 2010), supporting a
developmental shift to text fluency as a predictor of L2 reading
comprehension. Geva and Farnia (2012) similarly found that by
Grade 5, word and text fluency formed separate factors for both
L1 and L2 readers, and that text fluency contributed uniquely to
reading comprehension for both groups.
Around the same period reading shifts from oral to silent
mode, which are independent forms of reading (Kim et al.,
2011). The use of oral reading for fluency measures, then, may
not be appropriate for readers at this age range when reading
shifts to silent mode, and this may be particularly true for
bilingual readers, as noted above. That is, bilingual readers’ oral
reading fluency may act simply as a proxy for oral language
proficiency in general (e.g., Baker and Good, 1995), and therefore
may underestimate children’s written language ability. For adult
English L2 learners, the correlation of oral and silent reading
fluency varies with English proficiency, such that increased
proficiency yields a closer correlation between the two reading
modes (Lems, 2012).
The focus of the present study is to examine relations between
reading fluency and comprehension in bilingual children across
the age range where fluency shifts from word- to text-level.
To circumvent the above-mentioned issues with oral reading
fluency, we measured silent reading fluency of extended text
passages in addition to comprehension and word fluency,
decoding, and listening comprehension. To appraise silent
reading fluency, we applied complexity measures of recurrence
and fractal scaling to a self-paced reading task, using word
reading times as a series. These complexity measures have
been used as a means of quantifying aspects of the reading
process, such as stability and structure (Wallot et al., 2012).
They are thought to measure the degree to which text and
language performance constrain reading (Wallot, 2015), where
the better a reader can decode and comprehend a text, the
text will have a more systematic influence on reading behavior,
as seen in changes in reading process complexity. In previous
studies withmonolinguals, complexitymeasures from recurrence
quantification and fractal analyses were shown to be a sensitive
gauge of individual differences in silent reading fluency. O’Brien
et al. (2014) reported that complexity measures of stability
and orderliness for reading a text passage varied across age
groups with increasing degrees of reading fluency. Wallot et al.
(2014) further showed that the complexity measures were better
predictors of reading comprehension than reading speed.
In the current study, we examine the relations of fluency and
other factors to reading comprehension for bilingual children,
across the ages where fluency is expected to shift from word to
text level processing. We wanted to examine these relations while
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keeping comprehension difficulty similar across ages, so we held
passage difficulty constant by having children read grade-leveled
passages. To investigate what contributes to reading proficiency
and comprehension for our bilingual readers, we examined
relations between decoding skill, listening comprehension, and
fluency with reading comprehension following the simple
view of reading. We might expect that decoding skills are
relatively less important than listening comprehension within
our bilingual sample. Further, we might expect that fluency
measured for silent reading additionally contributes to reading
comprehension beyond listening comprehension. However, the
nature of fluency—comprehension relations may also vary
by age, with text fluency becoming more relevant later on.
Following these expectations, we address the following research
questions:
1. What are the relative contributions of decoding and listening
comprehension to reading comprehension within bilingual
readers? Does text fluency act as a mediator to reading
comprehension?
2. To what extent are text and word fluency related to reading
comprehension for bilingual children?
3. Does the relative strength of the fluency-to-reading
comprehension relation vary across age groups for word
fluency compared with text fluency?
METHODS
Participants
One hundred and five children in grades 3, 4, and 5 participated
(n’s = 33, 35 and 37, respectively) from two public schools
in Singapore. The children varied in their home language
backgrounds, including Mandarin, Malay, Tamil, and others, but
all were schooled in English as well as their designated mother
tongue. First and primary language use was ascertained with a
self-report survey, which included items regarding frequency and
domains of use per language, ranking of best language across
modes, and family use. A majority of students reported English
language (EL) as their best language overall (63), while almost
¼ indicated Chinese (CL) was their best language (24) and 18
reported other languages as their best language [these included
Malay (8), Tamil (4) and Burmese, Cantonese, Hokkien, Korean,
Myanmar and Tagalog (6 altogether)].
Measures
All assessments including the story reading task took about 1 h to
complete and were given in one session at the child’s school.
Silent Reading Fluency For Text
Silent reading fluency for text was assessed with an experimental
measure of story reading. Each individual read a grade-
appropriate story in English that was rendered word-by-word on
a MacBook Pro computer using a custom MatLab Psychophysics
Toolbox script (Brainard, 1997). As the participant read the
story, the words accumulated on the screen in a self-paced
manner with a button press for each word (Just et al., 1982).
After filling with text, the screen was refreshed for the next
page of accumulating text. Response times for each word in the
passage were turned into a time-ordered series for submission to
non-linear analyses. After reading the story, 10 multiple-choice
comprehension questions were read aloud. Questions included
literal, inferential, vocabulary from context, and main idea types.
There was one story per grade level (based on “Clever Trevor”
by Sarah Albee for P3, “Clever Beatrice” by Margaret Willey
and Heather Solomon for P4, and “Fiona’s Luck” by Teresa
Bateman for P5). Stories were modified from published literature
to be close to 1100 words long, as necessitated by the non-linear
analyses. Details of the story lengths and readability indices are
provided in Table 1.
Complexity measures, were derived using two different
non-linear analytic methods: detrended fractal analysis (DFA),
multifractal detrended fluctuation analysis (MFDFA), and
recurrence quantification analysis (RQA). The appendix to this
paper gives a more detailed overview over the three methods,
including details of calculating each measure, prior applications,
and current interpretations of—and hypothesies regarding—
these measures in psychological research.
We used DFA to examine the fractal structure of the series
of word reading response times across a text passage. DFA
describes how variability changes across different time scales,
with a fractal scaling exponent (i.e., H, Hurst) that quantifies the
degree of long-range correlation in the time series. This scaling
exponent, which we refer to in this paper asmonofractal structure,
indicates whether word-by-word response times are independent
of each other, or whether there are short-term correlations
between response times (e.g., reading wordn affects the reading
of adjacent wordn+1) or perhaps longer-term correlations across
larger segments of the text (e.g., words within sentences or
paragraphs or whole passages). From previous work (Kloos and
Van Orden, 2010; Kuznetsov and Wallot, 2011; O’Brien et al.,
2014; Wallot et al., 2014), we conceptualize that more proficient
reading is guided and constrained by extraneous text features and
therefore exhibits weaker long-term traces or links across word
reading times during self-paced reading (O’Brien et al., 2014;
Wallot et al., 2014) or fixation duration during reading (Wallot
TABLE 1 | Characteristics of story texts.
STORY P3 P4 P5
Length (words) 1183 1105 1292
Average sentence length (words) 7.2 11.6 11.8
Average word length (letters) 3.9 3.9 4.1
READABILITY INDECES:
ATOS Grade level 2.4 4.4 5.3
Flesch-Kincaid Grade level 1.4 3.0 3.8
WORD FREQUENCIES:
Graded Corpus (WFG) 1427.6 1537.7 1233.2
Total Corpus (WFG) 23062 26236 21108
Singapore Corpus (ICE) 427 382 480
ATOS (Accelerated Reader, 2011); Flesch-Kincaid (Coh-metrix, Graesser et al., 2004);
Mean type frequencies according to WFG = Word Frequency Guide (Zeno et al.,
1995); ICE = International Corpus of English: Singapore Corpus (Nelson, 2002). Stories
correspond to the grade level to which they were admininistered (P3 for grade 3, P4 for
grade 4, P5 for grade 5 students).
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et al., 2015). Essentially, this means that more proficient, fluent
reading is characterized by reduced scaling, with H relatively
closer to random fluctuations or white noise.
A second variable we estimated ismultifractal structure, using
MFDFA, which is an expansion of DFA. Multifractal scaling
captures the degree to which monofractal structure changes in
the response-time series. Multifractal structure signifies that the
series of reading times is heterogenous and exhibits interactions
across time-scales (Ihlen and Vereijken, 2010; Kelty-Stephen
et al., 2013), for example where different levels of discourse
(topical, syntactical, semantical, sub-lexical) interact with each
other to guide readers’ comprehension (Booth et al., 2016). It
is expected that multifractal structure may capture a reader’s
adaptive behavior while reading a text for comprehension
(Wallot et al., 2014). In this case, sudden on-line changes may
occur during reading, perhaps reflecting a more dramatic change
in understanding or insight (Stephen et al., 2009), rather than
more gradual shifts where meaning is built cumulatively from
preceding text (Donald, 2007).
The third non-linear method, RQA, quantifies recurrent
patterns in the reading time series, describing the system’s
stability or orderliness. This analysis yields estimated parameters
of the orderliness or recurrent patterning of a system within the
task’s phase space, quantified as the proportion of data points
that are part of a recurring pattern, and referred to here as
%Determinism. Prior studies show that reading performance
becomes more structured with higher determinism as reading
skill increases (Wijnants et al., 2009, 2012; Wallot et al., 2012),
and determinism is higher in more fluent readers (O’Brien
et al., 2014; Wallot et al., 2014). It has been suggested that
measures of temporal structure of reading times, such as
RQA %Determinism, capture how well readers utilize the
informational structure of a text, and conversely, how well a texts
constrains the reading process toward efficient and fluent reading
(Wallot, 2015, 2016). Hence, high degrees of %Determinism
should be positively correlated with aspects of reader skill.
In that sense, monofractal structure and %Determinism are
conceptually closely related, but there are differences as well (see
Appendix).
Thus, for our analysis we include three complexity measures
to capture aspects of structure and orderliness of reading times
over the series of the text: monofractal structure, multifractal
structure, and %Determinism.
Word Reading Fluency
Word reading fluency was assessed with the TOWRE (Test
of Word Reading Efficiency) sight word subtest (Torgesen
et al., 1999). This test involves sight word reading of a list
of words, starting from more to less frequent. Scores are
tallied as number of correctly read words within the 45 s time
limit.
Decoding
Decoding was assessed with the TOWRE phonemic decoding
subtests (Torgesen et al., 1999). Similar to the above subtest,
this test involves reading of a list of non-words by phonemically
decoding them, and scores are tallied as the number of correctly
read non-words within the 45 s time limit.
Reading Component Skills
Reading component skills including phonological awareness and
rapid symbol naming, two robust predictors of reading ability,
were also assessed and were used descriptively. Phonological
awareness was measured with the CTOPP (Comprehensive Test
of Phonological Processing) Elision subtest (Wagner et al., 1999)
which is a phoneme deletion task. Rapid symbol naming was
assessed with the RAN/RAS (Rapid Automatized Naming and
Rapid Alternating Stimulus Tests) letters subtest (Wolf and
Denckla, 2004).
Oral Language Proficiency
Oral language proficiency was assessed with the WJIII
(Woodcock-Johnson III) Listening Comprehension Cluster,
which is comprised of the WJIII-Understanding Directions
and Oral Comprehension subtests (Woodcock et al., 2007).
Understanding directions involves listening to increasingly
complex sequences of instructions and responding by pointing
to objects in a picture. Oral comprehension involves listening
to short passages and using semantic/syntactic cues to supply
missing words within the passage.
Data Preparation
Prior to FA, extreme response times of 10 s or longer were
removed, a threshold adapted to children’s reading times
(O’Brien et al., 2014). On average, 3.7 data points were eliminated
per participant (SD = 4.0), which amounted to 0.31% of all
data points. The extreme scores were removed because they
can distort the fractal analysis, while the slight disruption
on the series’ time order has minimal impact, as long as a
minimum of 1024 observations are maintained (Holden, 2005,
p. 285–287). There are several methods available to estimate the
scaling relations, including spectral analysis (SA), standardized
dispersion analysis (SDA), and detrended fluctuation analysis
(DFA). DFA results are reported here (Peng et al., 1995), and
were corroborated with the two other methods of FA. To assess
multifractal structure, mulifractal detrended fluctuation analysis
(MFDFA) was used (Kantelhardt et al., 2002).
For RQA, all data in the time-series were entered into
the analysis using the Commandline Recurrence Plots software
(Marwan, 2011). Data are first rescaled relative to the Euclidian
distance separating points in reconstructed phase space (using
time-delayed copies of the time series as surrogate dimensions)
providing an intrinsically scaled metric across the set of data.
%Determinism was calculated using parameters of embedding
delay (1), dimension (5) and radius (0.4) following procedures
described in Webber and Zbilut (2005).
For the standardized assessments of word reading,
decoding, phonological awareness, rapid naming, and listening
comprehension Student’s t-statistic was used for the correlation
and multiple regression analyses given the difference in the
current sample from the normative sample.
RESULTS
Descriptives of Reading Skills
Average performance per grade level on the standard reading
and language measures are shown in Table 2, along with the
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TABLE 2 | Mean (SE) standard scores on reading and language tests.
Test Grade 3 Grade 4 Grade 5 Overall
(n = 33) (n = 34) (n = 37) (N = 105)
READING COMPONENT SKILLS
Rapid Naming 111.4 (2.6) 110.0 (2.8) 118.7 (2.3) 113.5 (1.5)
Phonological awareness 8.3 (0.3) 8.0 (0.5) 8.9 (0.5) 8.4 (0.2)
Decoding 104.8 (2.4) 107.1 (2.4) 111.2 (1.6) 107.8 (1.2)
Word reading fluency 111.9 (2.1) 110.0 (1.9) 93.6 (2.1) 111.7 (1.1)
Listening Comprehension 81.9 (2.7) 82.9 (2.6) 89.3 (2.4) 84.8 (1.5)
Rapid Naming (RAN/RAS), Decoding (TOWRE-phonemic decoding), Word reading
fluency (TOWRE-sight words), and Listening comprehension (WJIII) standardized scores
are relative to a mean of 100 (SD = 15). Phonological awareness (CTOPP-Elision) is a
scale score with a mean of 10 (SD = 3).
overall sample mean. Standard scores are presented here, to give
an impression of peer-referenced skill levels across grades, but
it should be noted that the standardized scores are based on
published normative data frommonolingual English speakers. As
can be seen most of the averages are within the normal range,
with the exception of Listening Comprehension, which is about 1
SD or more below the mean for P3 and P4 groups.
Performance on the silent passage reading task is presented
in Table 3 for reading rate (wpm) and comprehension scores
and the complexity measures. Notably text comprehension did
not differ across the three grade level groups [F(2, 101) = 1.70,
p = 0.189, η2 = 0.032], most likely as a result of matching
the text difficulty appropriately for each grade. Reading speed,
on the other hand, did increase significantly across the grades
[F(2, 101) = 9.72, p< 0.001, η
2
= 0.161], with 3rd graders reading
slower than 4th and 5th graders (p’s < 0.001), but no difference
for 4th and 5th graders in reading speed (p= 0.783) according to
Bonferroni corrected post-hoc tests.
For the complexity measures applied to the text reading
times series, there was a significant increase in %Determinism
of reading times across grades [F(2, 101) = 7.63, p < 0.001, η
2
=
0.131], indicating that word reading times became more regular
for older readers. Bonferroni corrected post-hoc tests revealed
that 3rd graders showed lower %Determinism of reading times
than 4th (p = 0.003) and 5th graders (p = 0.002), but 4th
and 5th graders did not differ in %Determinism (p = 0.929).
Monofractal structure in reading times also differed across grades
[F(2, 101) = 10.21, p < 0.001, η
2
= 0.168]. Post-hoc tests with
Bonferroni correction showed that the 3rd grade group had a
greater fractal exponent than both 4th (p = 0.003) and 5th
graders (p < 0.001). This differs from the previous finding with
monolingual children, who showed no age effects of monofractal
structure (O’Brien et al., 2014). Furthermore, we analyzed the
change ofmultifractal structure in reading times, which increased
with grade F(2, 101) = 5.65, p = 0.005, η
2
= 0.101. Bonferroni
corrected post-hoc tests revealed that 3rd graders showed less
multifractal structure in reading times compared to 4th graders
(p = 0.004). No other effects were apparent (both p > 0.133).
Figure 1 shows the group means for each of the three complexity
metrics.
TABLE 3 | Performance measures on the silent passage reading task.
Test Grade 3 Grade 4 Grade 5 Overall
(n = 33) (n = 34) (n = 37) (N = 105)
Reading Rate (WMP) 100.2 (32.6) 132.3 (50.4) 134.8 (42.1) 123.0 (45.0)
Story
Comprehension
68% (20–100) 76% (20–100) 77% (30–100) 74% (20–100)
COMPLEXITY MEASURES
%Determinism 0.86 0.92 0.93 0.90
Monofractal Structure 0.66 0.49 0.44 0.52
Multifractal Structure 0.76 0.97 0.85 0.86
Silent reading rate is reported in words per minute, and Story comprehension is percent
correct, with the group’s range shown below.
FIGURE 1 | Complexity metrics of silent reading fluency for text.
Performance by grade-level groups on %Determinism, monofractal structure,
and multifractal structure measures of silent story reading. Complexity metrics
are computed from the Recurrence Quantification (RQA) and Fractal Analyses
(FA) of individuals’ series of word reading response times across the text
passage. Determinism from RQA is reported in percent of recurrent points,
and monofractal and multifractal structure are reported as Hurst exponents.
*indicates outliers.
To examine relations across all measures, including traditional
literacy and language proficiency tests as well as the silent
reading task, we calculated zero-order Pearson-correlations with
age partialled out. For the standardized tests (CTOPP, TOWRE,
WJIII) we used Student’s t-statistic based on the sample’s mean
and standard deviation. From Table 4, it appears that rapid
naming had a stronger relation to decoding and word fluency
skills than phonological awareness, and a small correlation
with monofractal structure. Phonological awareness was not
systematically related to the complexity measures. Decoding and
word fluency skills, on the other hand, were related to each other,
and showed similar relations with monofractal structure and
listening comprehension, but only word fluency was correlated
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TABLE 4 | Correlations between reading and language measures for the whole sample.
2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9.
1. Rapid Naming 0.019 −0.368 −0.675 −0.166 0.304* −0.073 −0.136 −0.169
2. Phonological awareness 1 0.247* 0.043 −0.013 −0.076 −0.158 0.101 −0.014
3. Decoding 1 0.577 0.220* −0.384 −0.056 0.274 0.154
4. Word reading fluency 1 0.231* −0.417 0.085 0.296 0.259*
5. %Determinism 1 −0.345 0.472 0.271 0.037
6. Monofractal structure 1 0.128 −0.326 −0.310
7. Multifractal structure 1 0.025 0.004
8. Listening comprehension 1 0.534
9. Reading Comprehension 1
Age Partialled Out. *marks p< 0.05; bold marks p< 0.01. Measures include Student’s t-statistic for rapid naming (RAN letters subtest), phonological awareness (CTOPP Elision subtest),
decoding efficiency (TOWRE phonemic decoding subtest), and word reading fluency (TOWRE sight word subtest), and listening comprehension (WJIII), and percent correct for reading
comprehension. Complexity measures for silent reading fluency include %Determinism, and mono- and multifractal scaling exponents.
with reading comprehension. Further, while the complexity
measures for silent text reading showed some interrelationships,
it is only monofractal structure that showed a relation to
reading comprehension scores. This correlation was stronger
than that between word fluency and reading comprehension.
Listening comprehension showed strongest correlation with
reading comprehension for this sample.
Relation of Components of the Simple
View of Reading
To address the first research question hierarchical regression
models were run with reading comprehension as the criterion
measure. Age was entered as the first step, then decoding
was entered into the second step and listening comprehension
scores into the final step. Overall the model accounted for 29%
variance in reading comprehension (see Table 5). Decoding did
not contribute significantly, but listening comprehension did,
accounting for 25% unique variance in reading comprehension
after accounting for the other variables. When the order of
decoding and listening comprehension predictors was reversed,
listening comprehension still accounted for significant variance
and decoding did not contribute any additional variance. This
confirms the first hypothesis that listening comprehension would
be a more potent factor for reading comprehension compared
with decoding in our bilingual sample.
To test the second prediction that fluency plays a mediating
role for reading comprehension and either decoding or listening
comprehension, mediation analysis was run using structural
equation modeling (Lavaan statistics package within R, Rosseel,
2012). First, a model of reading comprehension scores with
decoding as the predictor and one of the text fluency measures
as mediator was run. Only the model with monofractal structure
entered as mediator showed a significant indirect effect (indirect
effect Z = 2.49, p = 0.013, direct effect Z = 0.33, p =
0.74, R2 = 0.115). The models with %Determinism and
multifractal structure showed no significant effects, either direct
or indirect, of decoding on reading comprehension (R2’s =
0.02). Second, models of reading comprehension regressed on
listening comprehension revealed significant direct effects with
%Determinism or multifractal structure as a mediator (Z = 6.3,
p’s < 0.01, R2’s = 0.27). Only monofractal structure showed a
trend toward a significant mediation effect for the listening and
reading comprehension relation (indirect effect Z = 1.89, p =
0.059, direct effect Z = 5.45, p< 0.01, R2 = 0.311).
Thus, in this current bilingual sample, the measure of
decoding skill was a much weaker predictor of reading
comprehension than the measure of listening comprehension
skill, and only showed an indirect effect on reading
comprehension through text fluency (monofractal structure).
Listening comprehension, on the other hand, was directly related
to reading comprehension, and only monofractal structure for
text fluency showed a tendency to mediate this relation.
Relation of Word Level and Text Level
Fluency to Reading Comprehension
To address the second research question hierarchical regression
models were run with reading comprehension as the criterion
measure and fluency measures as predictors. Age was entered
as the first step, then word reading fluency was entered into
the second step. The three complexity measures (%Determinism,
Monofractal structure, and Multifractal structure) were entered
into the last step of the model. Overall the model accounted for
almost 14% variance in reading comprehension (see Table 6).
The model with word fluency and age tended toward significance
(p = 0.06), whereas the addition of the text fluency variables
showed a significant change in explained variance for the
model. Of the three text fluency measures, monofractal structure
accounted for 8% unique variance, while contribution of
variance from the other complexity measures was not significant.
For the reverse order of entry, with text fluency measures
entered in the second step and word fluency in the final
step, text fluency, and age accounted for 11% of the variance
in comprehension, and word fluency did not add significant
variance beyond this.
Word and Text Fluency across Grade
Next we addressed the third research question, and the prediction
that fluency shifts from word level to text level around
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TABLE 5 | Hierarchical Multiple regression predicting reading comprehension from decoding and listening comprehension.
Step Variables entered 1R2 β p Variables entered 1R2 β p
1 Age 0.021 0.146 0.14 Age 0.012 0.146 0.14
2 Age 0.023 0.153 0.12 Age 0.287 0.164 0.05
Decoding 0.153 0.12 Listening comprehension 0.529 0.00*
3 Age 0.256 0.165 0.05 Age 0.280 0.165 0.05
Decoding 0.008 0.93 Listening comprehension 0.527 0.00*
Listening comprehension 0.527 0.00* Decoding 0.008 0.93
Bold indicates significant change in explained variance. Listening comprehension (WJIII) and Decoding (TOWRE), predictors entered as Student’s t-statistic. *indicates significant effect
of predictor.
TABLE 6 | Hierarchical Multiple regression predicting reading comprehension from reading fluency measures.
Step Variables entered 1R2 β p Variables entered 1R2 β p
1 Age 0.021 0.146 0.14 Age 0.021 0.146 0.14
2 Age 0.035 0.160 0.10 Age 0.110 0.034 0.74
Word fluency 0.186 0.06 %Determinism −0.156 0.21
Monofractal −0.397 0.00*
Multifractal 0.125 0.28
3 Age 0.080 0.053 0.62 Age 0.005 0.053 0.62
Word fluency 0.077 0.47 %Determinism −0.167 0.19
Monofractal −0.365 0.00*
Multifractal 0.126 0.28
%Determinism −0.167 0.19 Word fluency 0.077 0.47
Monofractal −0.365 0.00
Multifractal 0.126 0.28
Bold indicates significant change in explained variance. Listening comprehension (WJIII) and Decoding (TOWRE), predictors entered as Student’s t-statistic. *indicates significant effect
of predictor.
TABLE 7 | Relation between reading fluency measures and reading
comprehension for Grade 3.
2. 3. 4. 5.
1. Word Fluency 0.415* −0.621 −0.063 0.535
2. %Determinism 1 −0.406* 0.431* −0.128
3. Monofractal 1 0.259 −0.510
4. Multifractal 1 −0.299
5. Reading Comprehension 1
*marks p < 0.05; bold marks p < 0.01.
fourth grade. It was of interest to see whether there were
different patterns amongst these measures at any juncture
across the hypothesized developmental shift from word- to text-
reading. Intercorrelations for each grade are shown separately in
Tables 7–9. As predicted, the influence of word reading fluency
on reading comprehension declined with age, and was only
significantly correlated in the third grade group. The measures
of text fluency, on the other hand, showed different patterns of
variation over the three age groups. Monofractal structure, like
TABLE 8 | Relation between reading fluency measures and reading
comprehension for Grade 4.
2. 3. 4. 5.
1. Word Fluency 0.367* −0.346* 0.190 0.019
2. %Determinism 1 −0.296 0.279 −0.095
3. Monofractal 1 0.072 −0.098
4. Multifractal 1 −0.038
5. Reading Comprehension 1
*marks p < 0.05.
word fluency, was correlated with reading comprehension only
for the P3 group, showing no significant relation for fourth and
fifth grade children. Multifractal structure and %Determinism
showed the opposite pattern, whereby they were not significantly
related to reading comprehension in grade 3 or 4 groups, but were
related in the fifth grade children.
Finally, we regressed reading comprehension on the fluency
measures using stepwise multiple regression with a forward
selection procedure. This allowed us to examine which of the
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TABLE 9 | Relation between reading fluency measures and reading
comprehension for Grade 5.
2. 3. 4. 5.
1. Word Fluency −0.102 −0.246 0.154 0.189
2. %Determinism 1 −0.109 0.602 0.335*
3. Monofractal 1 0.148 −0.186
4. Multifractal 1 0.398*
5. Reading Comprehension 1
*marks p < 0.05; bold marks p < 0.01.
fluency measures improved the prediction model best within
each grade, although results are viewed with caution because
the sample size per grade was small. The regressions confirmed
the above observations from the correlation tables. For grade 3,
significant predictors of reading comprehension included both
word fluency (semipartial correlations, r = 0.373) and the text
fluencymeasures of monofractal structure (r=−0.313) as well as
%Determinism (r =−0.442) (R2 = 0.485, F = 6.1, p= 0.02). For
grade 4, none of the fluency measures contributed significantly
to the prediction of reading comprehension, whereas for grade
5 only multifractal structure of text fluency was a significant
predictor (r = 0.398, R2 = 0.134, F = 6.4, p= 0.016). Thus, there
was an overall shift from word to text fluency over these grade
levels.
DISCUSSION
The current study examined the relation between silent reading
fluency and comprehension for bilingual children across the
age range where fluency is proposed to shift from word-level
to text-level. While some of the findings replicate those with
monolingual readers, there were also some differences with
regard to the interrelations of skills and processes with reading
comprehension, and to age-related variations in fluency of silent
text reading.
Interrelations between the fluency measures and basic reading
related skills showed that rapid naming, but not phonological
awareness, was related to both word fluency and silent text
reading fluency. This follows from prior monolingual research
where rapid naming is a better predictor of word fluency, and
phonological awareness is better for predicting word reading
accuracy (e.g., Schatschneider et al., 2004). Interestingly, rapid
naming was related to the text fluency metric of monofractal
structure, which, unlike word fluency, differs from RAN in that
it is not a simple rate measure, but an indicator of the structure
of reading times across the text.
The text fluency metrics of %Determinism and monofractal
structure were also related to skills of decoding and word fluency,
and all four of these measures were correlated with listening
comprehension. Decoding and listening comprehension tend to
show stronger correlations within monolingual samples (r’s =
0.40 to 0.60, Foorman et al., 2015) compared with here (r= 0.27),
implying that these skills may be more dissociated or develop
more independently in bilingual readers (e.g., Jackson and Lu,
1992).
Reading comprehension, on the other hand, was not
significantly related to decoding, in contrast to findings with
monolingual readers of similar age (Foorman et al., 2015).
Only listening comprehension, along with word fluency
and the text fluency measure of monofractal structure,
were significantly correlated with reading comprehension.
Listening comprehension was a significant predictor of reading
comphrension, explaining 25% unique variance beyond age
and decoding skills, and showing a direct effect on reading
comprehension. Decoding skills did not show such an impact,
but was only related to reading comprehension indirectly,
mediated by text fluency (monofractal structure). This further
supports the prediction that decoding would play a lesser role in
reading comprehension for bilingual readers. The findings also
support the role of fluency as a mediator between decoding and
comprehension, similar to findings with monolingual readers
(Silverman et al., 2013), and suggests that issues with poor
comprehension are more related to fluency than decoding for
bilingual readers (e.g., Crosson and Lesaux, 2010; Chen et al.,
2012; Geva and Farnia, 2012).
Language skills are found to relate to text fluency for
monolingual readers (Cutting et al., 2009), and even moreso
for second language learners (Geva and Zadeh, 2006; Crosson
and Lesaux, 2010). Moreover, individual differences in language
skills contribute more to text fluency than word level fluency
does, and particularly for second-language or bilingual readers
(Geva et al., 1997; Buly and Valencia, 2002; Geva and Farnia,
2012). While most of the children in this study rated English as
their best language (probably a result of English being the main
language of instruction throughout primary school), about 40%
reported their mother tongue as their better language. Within
this mixed group of bilinguals, neither their age of acquisition
of English (by or after 3 years of age) nor their first language
status (English or other language learned first) had any bearing
on their text fluency performance, as indicated by between groups
comparisons. But regardless of these factors, oral proficiency
in English was related to their reading fluency performance,
according to the correlational and regression analyses.
With regard to the contribution of text fluency to reading
comprehension, it was shown that monofractal structure
contributed significant variance after controlling for age, whereas
multifractal structure and %Determinism did not. This contrasts
with Wallot et al. (2014) wherein %Determinism was the
best predictor of comprehension, while monofractal structure
added unique variance only for oral and not for silent reading.
Methodological differences in that study, including use of a
single story matched to the youngest readers (grade 2), may
explain the difference in findings. That is, while participants in
Wallot et al. (2014) received the same texts and accordingly
showed increases in comprehension score with age, participants
in the present study received text of age-matched difficulty and
accordingly did not show changes in comprehension scores with
age. Alternatively, it may indicate a difference in the manner by
which skilled, fluent reading emerges inmonolingual vs. bilingual
readers. That is, the way the reading system is assembled to
perform the task of comprehending text may differ between
monolingual and bilingual readers. For bilingual readers overall,
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the optimal state for comprehension may be a tight coupling of
reading-time performance to the ongoing informational input
provided by the text. Further study is required to confirm
these ideas, especially given the age related differences we
found.
Nonetheless, the finding that processes for silent reading
fluency, as indicated by monofractal structure here, contributes
to reading comprehension coincides with earlier findings with
English language learners. Oral text fluency was found to
uniquely predict reading comprehension by Crosson and Lesaux
(2010) with grade 5 ELLs after controlling for word reading
fluency and oral language proficiency, and by Jeon (2012)
with adult ELLs after controlling for word reading fluency
and pseudoword reading. The present findings with bilingual
children show that monofractal structure for text fluency and
listening comprehension for oral language proficiency are the
strongest predictors of reading comprehension of the stories.
These two factors are also strongly related to each other. Their
negative relation, as seen in the scatterplot (Figure 2) shows that
those with stronger language proficiency also show decreased
monofractal structure of their reading times (indicating increased
text fluency). When broken down by age groups, we can see
that this strong relation may be driven primarily by the youngest
group of third graders. By grade 5, it appears language proficiency
has no bearing on the text fluency metric. Further examination
of the relation of both factors to reading comprehension did
not support a model where text fluency mediates the relation
between listening comprehension and reading comprehension
(e.g., Kim and Wagner, 2015). Instead, both text fluency and
listening comprehension contributed unique variance to reading
comprehension when the other variable was controlled.
With regard to word level compared with passage level
fluency, text fluency showed a stronger relation to reading
comprehension than word fluency, though word fluency did
show some correlation with comprehension despite being
measured with a separate task. Of the text fluency measures,
only monofractal structure showed a significant correlation and
predicted unique variance in reading comprehension (8%). This
is similar to the results with monolingual readers reported in
Wallot et al. (2014). The relation of the monofractal structure
measure and reading comprehension is negative, as found
earlier, suggesting that better reading is a consequence of
processes that are more strongly driven by the structure of
the text. However, the corollary finding, that better reading is
also characterized by cognitive reorganization during reading
as indexed by a positive relation of the multifractal structure
with reading comprehension, was not replicated in this sample.
There was variation across the age groups, however, with
regard to relations between the fluency metrics and reading
comprehension. Differences across age are informative, as these
were not examined previously because the sample size was
smaller (Wallot et al., 2014).
For the complexity measures of silent text reading fluency,
the bilingual readers showed the same pattern in %Determinism
across grade level as monolingual readers of English (O’Brien
et al., 2014). This measure of the degree of order in reading
times across the story text showed increasing structure in
FIGURE 2 | Scatterplot of individuals’ scores on English oral language
proficiency and silent text fluency. Data representing the correspondence
of oral language proficiency, measured as listening comprehension (Student’s
t-statistic, z), and text reading fluency, measured as monofractal structure of
reading times across the story (Hurst exponent, H). Individuals from
grade-level groups are coded with unfilled circles (Grade 3), light squares
(Grade 4), and dark triangles (Grade 5). Lines of best fit are similarly shown
across the Grade 3 group (dotted line), the Grade 4 group (dashed line), and
the Grade 5 group (solid line).
reading performance with age. In the previous study, second
graders showed less determinism compared with fourth and sixth
graders, who in turn showed less determinism in reading times
than adult readers. In the present study, the shift to greater
%Determinism similarly occurred at grade 4.
We also found a difference across age groups in monofractal
structure of children’s reading times. Third grade children had
greater monofractal exponents (H) compared with the older
children. This differs from previous results (O’Brien et al.,
2014), wherein the monolingual readers showed no age related
differences in monofractal structure. In that study, one story
rated as grade 2.5 (ATOS) was given to all age groups, effectively
inducing greater levels of fluent reading with increasing age.
Here, the reading texts were roughly matched to age groups: the
3rd grade group read a 2.4 ATOS level story, while the other
groups read 4.4 and 5.3 ATOS leveled texts. While word lengths
were similar across the three stories, sentences were on average
longer for the 4th and 5th graders’ stories. Perhaps the more
complex language represented in the higher level texts allowed
for, or demanded more, attention to text structure, yielding lower
fractal scaling that is more constrained by faster time scales with
less long-range dependencies, closer to random fluctuations that
are expected to reflect a closer constraining by the text.
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Age had a differential effect on multifractal scaling than it did
on monofractal scaling—showing an increase in the former and
a decrease in the latter across the grade level groups. This finding
follows the predicted outcome that more fluent reading is related
to a constraining of performance to faster time scales driven
by text structure, as reflected in smaller scaling exponents in
monofractal structure, whereas it is also characterized by a higher
degree of adaptive changes as the reader processes the meaning of
the text, as reflected in larger exponents in multifractal structure.
A larger multifractal exponent indicates that, whereas reading is
constrained by small timescale features of the text (e.g., word by
word, or within-phrase features), the reader is also attuned to
larger timescale features (e.g., in the plot or setting of the story).
Examining the correlational analyses separately for each
grade, we found that the relation of comprehension to
monofractal scaling was significantly negative only at grade 3,
whereas the relation to multifractal scaling was positive and only
significant at grade 5. %Determinism showed the same pattern
as multifractal scaling, where the relation to comprehension
was only significant by grade 5. The developmental differences
show that these metrics for “silent fluency” may capture
different aspects of what we mean by fluency—as primarily text-
driven speed earlier on, but with a later emphasis on order
and also adaptive aspects of fluency that contribute to better
comprehension.
It should be noted that reading comprehension did not
differ across the age groups, so these changes in relation to
fluency aspects are not simply due to improved comprehension
generally. Further, although the older readers showed both
decreased monofractal and increased multifractal structure and
determinism as a group, it appears that individual differences
in reading comprehension were only related to the multifractal
structure and determinism for the P5 group. For the P3 children,
the better comprehenders lookedmore like the older groups, with
lowermonofractal structure than their peers. That is, for the older
readers good comprehension may act as a dynamic attractor
state (as indicated by higher %Determinism) where current
processing is constrained by what has already been read, but is
also responsive to how well new information is integrated with
previous context (as indicated by higher multifractal structure)
(e.g., Paulson, 2005). For the younger readers, on the other hand,
good comprehension appears to coincide with reading activity
focused at small timescales (e.g., single word level, as indicated by
lower monofractal structure), and follows the concept that these
readers are still at the stage where they are “glued to the print”
(Chall, 1996). At this stage, the difference between better and
poorer comprehenders is leveled at processing at the small time
scale (e.g., word level recognition or decoding), and is not yet
dependent on the readers’attunement to larger timescale features
(e.g., meaning-based processing of the story). This is supported
by the finding that word fluency showed a significant relation
to reading comprehension only for the grade 3 group. By grade
4 and 5 it appears word fluency is no longer as important for
comprehension, as text fluency becomes more prominent by
grade 5 for our bilingual sample. Geva and Farnia (2012) similarly
found that word level fluency only contributed to text fluency in
early primary school, but by grade 5 text fluency became more
aligned with language skills for both first language and second
language learners.
In sum, for the bilingual readers we observed across the
middle primary grades, the present results indicate that text
fluency measured for silent reading predicted story reading
comprehension, and that English language proficiency was also
predictive of both reading fluency and reading comprehension
performance. The present set of results should be treated with
caution, as the sample size was small for examining predictive
relations within each grade level. Further, our skills measures
are based on single measurements rather than latent variables,
and findings may be particular to the specific assessments we
used. More research on the roles of fluency and oral language
in bilingual reading is warranted, particularly given the apparent
age-related variations in the relation between these skills.
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